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Experimental Limits on the Photon Mass and Cosmic Magnetic Vector Potential
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A novel experimental approach based on a toroid Cavendish balance is used to evaluate the prod
of photon mass squared and the ambient cosmic magnetic vector potentialA. The method is based
on the energy density of the vector potential in the presence of photon mass, not on measurement
the magnetic field. The experiment disclosesAm2

g , 2 3 1029 T mym2, with m21
g as the characteristic

length associated with photon mass. Consequently, if the ambient magnetic vector potential isA ø
1012 T m due to cluster level fields,m21

g . 2 3 1010 m. If we conservatively use galactic fields prior to
a reversal, thenm21

g . 1 3 109 m, a figure still superior to that derived from the Jovian magnetic field.
[S0031-9007(98)05451-9]

PACS numbers: 12.20.Fv, 14.70.Bh, 41.20.Jb, 98.80.Cq
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The photon mass is ordinarily assumed to be exac
zero. If there is any deviation from zero, it must be ver
small, since Maxwellian electromagnetism has been ve
well verified (in the classical domain). A nonzero photo
mass would give rise to a wavelength dependence of
speed of light in free space, the possibility of longitudin
electromagnetic waves, a leakage of static electric sign
into conductive enclosures, and a more rapid (exponen
or Yukawa) falloff of magnetic dipole fields with distance
[1,2] than the usual inverse cube dependence.

Electromagnetism in the presence of nonzero phot
mass is described by the Maxwell-Proca equations [1,3

div E  4pr 2 m2
gV , (1a)

curlE  2
1
c

≠B
≠t

, (1b)

div B  0 , (1c)

curlB 
4p

c
J 1

1
c

≠E
≠t

2 m2
gA , (1d)

in which E is the electric field,B is the magnetic field,
r is the charge density,J is the current density,V is the
scalar potential,A is the vector potential,c is the speed
of light, and m21

g  h̄ymgc is a characteristic length,
the Compton wavelength of the photon, withmg as the
photon mass. Maxwell’s equations correspond tomg 
0. The possibility of nonzero photon mass has be
studied by Bass and Schrödinger [4], deBroglie and Vigi
[5], Feynman [2], and others. Gauge invariance is lo
[2] if mg . 0, since, in the Maxwell-Proca equations, th
potentials themselves have physical significance, not j
through their derivatives; the Lorentz gauge is required.

Several experimental limits on the photon mass ha
been reported. Laboratory measurements of the sp
of light at different frequencies [2] givem21

g . 1.4 km
(mg , 10210 eV or 2 3 10243 g), laboratory tests [2,6]
of Coulomb’s law givem21

g . 3.1 3 107 m, measure-
ments [7] of Earth’s magnetic field givem21

g . 1 3
0031-9007y98y80(9)y1826(4)$15.00
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108 m, more recently [8]m21
g . 2.5 3 108 m, and mea-

surements [9] of Jupiter’s magnetic field givem21
g .

5 3 108 m (corresponding to a photon massmg , 6 3

10216 eV or 8 3 10249 g). More stringent limits based
on inference from large-scale magnetic features in astr
nomical plasma objects have been reported as reviewed
Barrow and Burman [1], but such inferences are very in
direct in view of the uncertainty regarding the mechanism
of generation of such fields. Photon mass has been su
gested by Georgi, Ginsparg, and Glashow [10] to affe
cosmic background radiation. Photon mass, a very lo
energy phenomenon, would constrain the structure of th
ories at arbitrarily high energies. Possible anisotropy o
the speed of light with respect to the cosmic backgroun
radiation [11] may be linked to photon mass. The Heisen
berg uncertainty principle gives the smallest measurab
mass in a universe of finite age [1] (considered to be abo
5 3 1017 sec), corresponding tom21

g $ 1.5 3 1026 m.
Experimental study of photon mass is difficult since th
length scale to be studied is so large: Either the expe
ment must interrogate a region of size comparable tom21

g

or it must have extraordinary precision [2] [the fractiona
change in the field in a region of sizeD is of the order
smgDd2] as in the concentric sphere experiment to tes
Coulomb’s law [6]. The experiment reported here inter
rogates vectorpotentials(not fields) arising from large-
scale weak magnetic fields on a galactic scale or large
The present method, in contrast with purely astrophysic
inferences, requires no assumptions about how the larg
scale fields are generated.

The potentialsV andA, defined below in terms of the
fields E and B, are considered to be nonobservable i
Maxwellian electromagnetism, since the energy densi
associated with them is zero,

E  2,V 2
1
c

≠A
≠t

, (2a)

B  curlA . (2b)
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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The potentialA is observable in the Aharonov-Bohm
effect [12], but only via its line integral, not pointwise.
If the photon mass is nonzero, the potentials acquire
small density of energy [2] which admits the possibility
of a pointwise measurement.

The present experiment incorporates a novel approa
in which influence of a large cosmic magnetic vecto
potentialA in the presence of photon mass is sought
the laboratory via the associated energy density [2]m2

gA2.
A modified Cavendish balance (Fig. 1) was used
determine the productAm2

g. A toroid of electrical steel, of
mass 8.4 kg, was wound with 1260 turns of wire carryin
37 mA of current and supported by water flotation [13
Stability and a restoring torque were provided by
tungsten wire of diameter 0.23 mm and length 198 mm
annealed under tension to reduce drift [14]. Calculate
wire structural rigidity is2.1 3 1024 N myrad. Torque
sensitivity of the suspension was tested using a perman
magnet (calibrated with a known aluminum alloy) fixed
to the wire, in the field of a Helmholtz coil [15]. The
observed sensitivity was equal to the calculated valu
within error limits, and angular deformation was linea
with coil current. A thinner wire was not used since
resolution was limited by environmental noise. A fin
copper wire provided the electrical return path. Th
device was placed in an enclosure to eliminate th
effect of air currents. A magnetic shield of mu meta
was added in an attempt to eliminate noise due
magnetic field fluctuation, which would have an effect o
a nonideal toroid. The experiment was done with an
without shielding. Noise of magnetic origin was not
problem. The shielded apparatus was insensitive to
external 0.5 G field. Rotational motion of the toroid wa
measured by an optical lever system in which a lo
power laser beam was reflected from a mirror upon th
toroid to a position-sensitive silicon sensor (UDT Corp.
Angle sensitivity was2.6 mradyV, and low frequency
environmental mechanical noise giving rise to 50 mV a
the angle sensor limited the resolution. Sensor outp
was amplified and recorded by a digital data acquisitio
system. Data were collected in segments as long as o
month over a period of 18 months. Electric currentI in
the toroid windings generates no external magnetic fie
but it does generate a dipole field of vector potentialA.
That dipole field ofA interacts with the ambient vector
potential Aambient to produce a torquet on the toroid.
To understand the method, observe that a current lo
of radius r carrying currentI gives rise to a magnetic
dipole momentmd  pr2Iyc of B field via Eq. (1).
Such a loop, immersed in a magnetic fieldB, experiences
a torquet  md 3 B by virtue of the energy density
,B2. In the present experiment, a toroid coil contains
loop of magnetic fluxF, which acts as a dipole source
ad of vector potentialA via Eq. (2b) with magnetic field
within the toroid as the source term, formally identica
to Eq. (1d) with current densityJ as the source term;
a
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FIG. 1. A toroid carries an electric current giving rise to
dipole field ad in magnetic vector potential. Ifmg . 0, this
interacts with the ambient vector potentialAambient to produce
a torquet on the toroid, which varies with time according to
the rotationv of Earth.

ad  pr2Fym0. The torque upon theA dipole is t 
ad 3 Aambientm

2
g via the energy density [2] of the vector

potential. The torque gives rise to angular displaceme
fw of the wire, which has shear modulusG, diameterd,
and lengthL; t  Gs1yLd spd4y32dfw. The observed
angular displacement of the reflected laser beam isf 
2fw. Setting the torque expressions equal and evaluat
the magnetic flux in the toroid via its geometry an
permeabilityk  5300,

m2
gjAambientj 

G
1
L

pd4

32
f

2

k

∑
1
4

sw 2 ud2nhI ln

µ
w

w 2 u

∂∏
3 sinsuAd , (3)

in which uA is on the angle betweenAambient and Earth’s
rotation axis. The torque vanishes if the photon mass
zero or if the cosmic ambient vector potential were to b
fortuitously aligned with Earth’s rotation axis. Magneti
vector potentials from sources outside the solar syste
within a laboratory frame of reference, appear to va
sinusoidally with time, one cycle per sidereal day, a
a result of the rotation of Earth. Therefore, any sign
due to them has a distinctive signature. Data we
analyzed by fitting to the data a sinusoid of the require
frequency, but unknown amplitude and phase, summ
with a linear function to allow for drift due to slow
evaporation of water. Disturbances due to human activ
are synchronized to the solar day length rather than
sidereal day. Owing to the long-range nature of th
potentials, this Cavendish balance acts as a cosmolog
compass, sensitive to the magnetic vector potential, in
presence of photon mass.

The largest source of uncertainty is the fact that neith
the magnitude nor the direction ofAambient can be
specified with any precision. As for direction, the fractio
1827
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of solid angle which may be occupied byAambient,
which would give sinsuAd # 0.1, is 5 3 1023; therefore,
an alignment which would desensitize the experime
significantly is highly fortuitous. As for magnitude, the
magnetic field used to estimateAambient is not precisely
known, and a cosmological map of magnetic field
not available. Nevertheless, we invoke a neo-Copernic
argument to suggest that cancellation of vector potent
to near zero (e.g., more than a factor of 10 from ou
estimate) in our immediate neighborhood would be high
fortuitous, since there is no reason that our immedia
neighborhood should be anything but representative
the universe in the large, with the caveat that we a
within a galaxy as described below. As for other possib
errors, balances supported by water can “lock-up” due
resistance from adsorbed impurity layers upon the wat
giving rise to a spurious zero signal. Lock-up was no
a problem in our balance, since mechanical noise fro
the laboratory was detected in the angle signal. An
imperfection in the toroid which causes leakage of th
magnetic field will give a static torque due to interactio
with Earth’s field rather than a torque which varies wit
time and so cannot mimic photon mass. The magne
shielding cannot shield the desiredA signal since the
potentials couple very weakly with matter [2] (not at all i
photon mass is zero) so the “permeability” of any shie
to A is indistinguishable from unity. Error associate
with uncertainty in the geometry of the toroid (3%) an
wire is dominated by variation in the wire diameter a
a result of annealing under tension. The wire’s rigidit
goes asd4, so diameter variation causes a 9% error. Su
error is negligible compared with the uncertainty in th
potential.

Approximate contributions to the ambient vector po
tential jAambientj ; A are, following Eq. (2b), 200 T m
s1 T  104 Gd due to Earth’s magnetic dipole field, and
10 T m due to the Sun’s magnetic dipole field. Galact
magnetic fields [16,17] are on the order of1 mG and ex-
perience a reversal about 600 pcs1 pc  3.08 3 1016 md
toward the center of the Milky Way; such a region give
A ø 2 3 109 T m. On yet larger distance scales, mag
netic fields of0.2 mG over a distance of 1300 kpc corre
sponding to the Coma galactic cluster [18] correspond
A ø 1012 T m. Magnetic fields ofø1 mG over Mpc di-
mensions in galactic clusters are widespread [19]. Fiel
of 0.3 to0.6 mG occur over 40 Mpc in a filament bridging
two clusters [20]; but that may not be typical of interclus
ter space [19]. The0.3 mG figure corresponds toA ø
4 3 1013 T m. Cosmological fields over the size of the
known universe,ø1.5 3 1026 m, are not known, but are
thought to have an upper limit [18] ofs0.2 1d 3 1029 G,
corresponding toA , 1017 T m.

Experimental results disclose no reproducible sig
nal above the noise, hence, the product of potent
and inverse Compton length squared isAm2

g , 2 3

1029 T mym2; so, if A ø 1012 T m due to cluster level
1828
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fields, m21
g . 2 3 1010 m. As for comparison with

other experiments, the figure based on cluster fields i
factor of .40 larger, hence,mg smaller, than the best
limit obtained via study of the Jovian magnetic field
The best data from true tabletop experiments [2,6]
deviations from Coulomb’s law givem21

g . 3 3 107 m.
The present results are a factorø6 3 102 more sensitive.
A tabletop limit based on a low-temperature null test [21
of Ampère’s law givesm21

g . 4 3 105 m. The present
results are a factor.104 more sensitive. We are in a
galaxy, and potentials from cluster or intercluster field
might be partly neutralized by galactic potentials. If we
then, conservatively use galactic fields prior to a revers
m21

g . 1 3 109 m, a figure still superior to that derived
from the Jovian field. If, however,A ø 4 3 1013 T m
(due to the lower value of intercluster filament fields
thenm21

g . 2 3 1011 m.
The present simple apparatus is more sensitive th

prior experiments because it makes use of estimates
large-scale cosmic magnetic fields, which are associa
with very large vector potentials. Since the presence
photon mass introduces a length scale into electrom
netism, detection requires interrogation of large volum
or extraordinary precision in a small-scale experiment.
contrast to purely astrophysical arguments regarding ph
ton mass, no assumption is needed in the present appro
regarding how the large-scale fields are generated. T
experiment gives a limit onAm2

g , rather thanmg itself,
because values ofA inferred from astrophysical fields are
uncertain. If our basic method were made sufficient
sensitive to make use of a calibrated source ofA, then
it would yield a value or limit formg . Improvements
in sensitivity of the present method can be achieved
conducting the experiments in a quieter location, use
a larger toroid, and by improving estimates of the amb
ent vector potential based on better mapping of cosm
magnetic fields. It may also be possible to evaluate
bound on the source termm2

gA by independently measur-
ing (with allowance for the possibility of photon mass
true currents and magnetic fields in the solar system.
nally, the energy in the potentials, ifmg . 0, gives rise to
torque even though the Lorentz force law [2] is unchang
in the presence of photon mass; therefore, the concept p
sented here may bear upon other short-range forces.
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